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INFORMATION & CONSENT 
(regarding privacy pursuant to the GDPR - EU Regulation n. 679/2016) 

We hereby inform you that the Luxury Yacht Club Italy, from now on simply LYCI, with Headquarters Italy Corso 
Galileo Ferraris n.50 - 10129 Turin and Headquarters Central Italy Vicolo del Farinone n.7 - 00193 Rome, 
info@luxuryyachtclubitalia.it quality of Owner and Manager, will process your personal, identification and personal data 
pursuant to article 13 of the GDPR, with the methods and precautions indicated below: 

1) Figures involved in the treatment. Interested - The one who gives his personal data and to whom this 
information is addressed; Data Controller - Person who collects the data and processes it, archives or transmits 
it; Data processor - Any person in charge of the treatment; Third party who receives the data - He to whom the 
data is conferred by the LYCI. 

2) Data Controller: Andrea Uneddu – President 
3) Data Processors: Guido Palchetti (Membership Manager) - Silvano Scalvenzi (Institutional Manager) - Simone 

Servetti (Business Management Manager) 
4) Processing methods. The collection and processing of your personal data will take place after your consent. The 

processing may also take place with the aid of paper, electronic, IT or web means for the operations indicated in 
art. 4 of the Code and art. 4 no. 2 of the GDPR such as: registration, organization, consultation, processing, 
modification, extraction, use, communication, cancellation. 

5) Purpose of the treatment. The processing, following your consent, is aimed at managing your internal 
appointment. Communications relating to the management of your position will be sent to the email address, 
which will be indicated when requesting acceptance of the appointment, including communications for the 
activities carried out with the LYCI. 

6) Mandatory provision. The provision is necessary and mandatory for the aforementioned purposes and the refusal 
will make it impossible to accept the assignment internal to the LYCI 

7) Data communication. The data you provide will be processed by us, for the purposes indicated for the 
processing, for the institutional purposes resulting from the appointment. In addition, the data themselves, 
upon request, will be communicated to Public Administrations for legal purposes then to the members and to 
the internal team of the LYCI. 

8) Place and method of data storage. Personal data are stored by the Data Controller on paper and / or on 
computer servers in places normally located within the European Community. At the request of the interested 
party, with reference to that date, the conservation addresses will be communicated. 

9) Data retention period. Your data will be kept for the period foreseen by current legislation. After this deadline, 
they will be destroyed. 

10) Rights of the interested party. With specific request, to be sent to the LYCI, Data Controller, by registered 
letter or e-mail (info@luxuryyachtclubitalia.it), you will be able to know your personal data held by the Body, 
request its modification, rectification or destruction. Furthermore, you can complete them, update them or 
request a copy. You can also, in the same way, withdraw your consent, object to the processing of all or part of 
the data, or request their transmission to third parties indicated by you. You can lodge complaints with the 
Guarantor for the protection of personal data if you believe your rights have been violated. 

11) Control method. Functional security controls will be put in place in the IT and web fields through: Access 
control and traceability through ID and Password of different levels; Coding of Treatment with identification 
and partitioning of processes; Malware protection system; Minimization of the processed data. 

12) Physical security checks will be set up through: storage of paper in protected places accessible only to authorized 
personnel; storage of physical server media in a protected place and data backup; stipulation of accurate 
contracts regarding the treatment of personal data. organizational controls will be set up through specific 
training of personnel who have access to personal data. 


